Ballistic Strip Mounting instructions.
1. The Ballistic Strip can be applied to the factory turret before or after sighting in the riflescope at your requested 100 or 200yd zero.
2. The elevation turret must be clean and dry before applying the Strip. We recommend applying a small amount of Alcohol on a clean lint-free dry
cloth and wiping down the turret of any dirt, grease, or oils.
3. Set the factory elevation turret in the zero (0) MOA position. For riflescopes which have a locking turret, pull the turret upwards to disengage the
locking mechanism which will allow you to freely turn the turret.
4. Starting at the right end of the Strip, peel back approx. half of the paper covering on the backside. Avoid touching the adhesive backing. Hold the
left side of the Strip between your left index finger and thumb in preparation of wrapping the turret.
5.While holding the Strip in your left hand as described above, locate the 100yd zero (1) or 200yd zero (2) on the right side of the Strip. The top edge
of the Strip needs to touch the lower portion of the turret grip. The small click mark below the 1 or 2 on the Strip will be centered over and cover the
bottom portion of the 0 MOA click mark on the elevation turret. Place your right thumb over the starting point of the Strip to hold it initially in
place.
6. Begin slowly wrapping with the top edge of the Strip following the bottom edge of the turret grip as an alignment guide. We recommend you turn
the turret in small increments stopping frequently to assure proper alignment. Do NOT pull hard on the Strip which may cause it to stretch and
overlap (see instruction #7 before completion of wrap).

7. Prior to wrapping the Strip completely around the turret, assess whether the Strip is level and the two ends will line-up evenly. The assessment
needs to be done before the two ends of the Strip make contact. Any re-alignment of the Strip must be done within the first couple of minutes
after application. In the event you need to re-align the last portion of the wrap, the paper backing can be re-applied to the end of the Strip to
protect the adhesive and assist in re-wrapping. The Strip contains a fragmenting, tamper-evident feature that does not allow the label to be easily
removed in one piece once application has commenced. Use caution when affixing the label as it can be damaged upon attempting to reposition
once adhered to the factory elevation turret.
8. Once the Strip is completely wrapped around the turret, apply finger pressure around the entire Strip to assure complete adhesive contact. Allow a
minimum of 6 hrs. for the adhesive to dry. Allow 24 hrs. for best adhesive strength results. Dial the turret clockwise to return to your zero range.

Installation of custom label on top of turret
Remove custom label from paper covering. Place the label on top of your elevation turret positioning the UP → sign directly
above the 100yd or 200yd zero range.

Ballistic Strip operation
A.

If the rifle has not been zeroed yet, sight in at your requested 100 or 200yd zero range (100yds = 1 or 200yds = 2 on the Ballistic Strip). Follow
the manufacturer’s instruction manual on how to reset the turret once zeroed.

B.

Determine the range to your target. Dial the turret to the corresponding yardage mark (ie. 500yds = 5). Place the center crosshair of the
riflescope on the target and shoot.

C.

The click marks below the 50yd and 100yd increments can be used to further fine tune the yardage setting for a more exact corresponding
target distance.

Example #1:
Target range is measured at 525yds. Simply dial halfway between the 500yd and 550yd markings.
Example #2:
Target range is measured at 510 yds. If there are 5 click marks in between the 500 to 550yds, then 50yds divided by 5 clicks = 10yd value per click.
Dial to 500yds +1 click = 510yds.
Use the following formula to determine any click value on the Strip: 50yds divided by # of clicks in between marked YD increments. = ____ YD
value per click.

LR HUNTER and MILITARY multi-tier yardage formats:
The lower tier of yardage increments corresponds to the first turn of the turret. The upper tier of yardage increments corresponds to the second
turn of the turret. Starting at the 100 or 200yd zero, turn the turret past each consecutive increasing yardage increment. Upon reaching the last
marked yardage increment on the lower tier, visually transition to the upper tier of yardage increments and continue turning to your desired yardage.
Once you have dialed through each consecutive ascending yardage increment to the desired yardage increment on the turret, you must dial in the
downward direction through each descending yardage increment before returning to your 100 or 200yd zero.
Maintenance of Ballistic Strip
1. The Ballistic Strip can be wiped down with a soft dry or damp cloth to remove any dirt which may accumulate in the field. Although a soft brush
can be used for additional maintenance, do not use any abrasive brushes or sharp-edged tools for cleaning.

2. The Ballistic Strip is made of an extreme weather, U.V., and chemical resistant material providing years of outdoor use.

